
Enhance User Performance and
Productivity 
Medical researchers and clinicians need
streamlined viewing, editing, and sharing
capabilities — all of which are available via
ARender’s powerful web-based solution. ARender
gives sponsors, CROs, and medical sites the
ability to collaborate on clinical documentation
by highlighting text, circling content, adding
notes, and replying to comments in real-time.

Streamline IT Costs and Processes 
The ARender solution uses streaming technology
to display documents in milliseconds — whatever
the file size, and using a fraction of the bandwidth
and data download compared to traditional
viewers. Users only need a web browser, reducing
hardware requirements, eliminating the need for
costly desktop software, and significantly
dropping overall IT costs.

Ensure Complete Information
Security and Compliance 
Meeting strict compliance regulations like HIPAA,
GDPR and ISO can require hefty IT overhead.
ARender’s solution sits on top of your existing IT
systems and clinical platforms for seamless,
centralized control over all information, enabling
secure, compliant document review processes.

Accelerate medical review processes with intelligent,
high-speed document viewing

ARender for Healthcare
and LifeSciences

Many of today’s healthcare and life sciences organizations face challenges with quickly and effectively viewing and reviewing
large, multi-paged clinical files. Slow-loading systems result in review process bottlenecks – especially when collaborating on
high-volume files.
Clinical professionals rely on fast, secure access to high-priority files of different formats, from any device, as and when needed.
ARender helps life sciences organizations and healthcare professionals easily view and collaborate on sensitive, high-volume
documents, and streamline review and approval workflows during clinical trial and medical review processes.

Try online today at www.ARender.io

Improve Clinical Workflow
Efficiency 
Medical professionals need fast, secure
access to high-priority, high-volume clinical
files of different formats, as and when
needed.
ARender provides lightning-fast access to
even the most sensitive, high-volume files —
significantly reducing the time spent
opening documents. Once the document is
open, users can securely view, annotate, and
collaborate to streamline review and
approval workflows during clinical trial
processes.
 
Accelerate Regulatory
Processes 
Collating the required documents, records,
and data from various content systems and
in various file formats to prepare
submissions for authorization is a tedious
task, with the added challenge of protecting
personally identifiable information (PII) and
sensitive medical records and data.   
ARender lets you streamline the collection,
organization, and monitoring of information
for regulatory submissions, all while ensuring
the security of sensitive information.
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